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a b s t r a c t

We present an improved method that uses photoluminescence images to calculate the spatially-resolved
efficiency in addition to other performance parameters of silicon solar cells. This new method is simpler
than our previously-presented two-diode method, using only one diode with a variable ideality factor.
Experimental results show that the simplified method is more tolerant of very large variations in local
series resistance, a characteristic commonly seen in silicon cells. Using dark lock-in thermography
techniques, we quantitatively verify the efficiency images produced by our improved method.

Crown Copyright & 2014 Published by Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The measurement of solar cell efficiency has previously been
limited to a determination of the terminal characteristics of the cell,
which represent an average of the spatially-varying properties of the
device. Spatially-resolved efficiency images recently became available
with the work of Shen et al. [1], led by the work of Glatthaar et al. [2].
Simultaneously, Breitenstein [3] published a technique based on dark
lock-in thermography (DLIT) that calculated an efficiency image
incorporating shunt influence, whereas Shen [1] did not include this
explicitly. After Shen et al. [4] validated their results qualitatively with
CELLO measurements [5], Shen0s and Breitenstein0s methods were
compared [6]. The comparison showed that Shen0s efficiency image
was incorrectly affected by high series resistance (Rs) impact on the
dark saturation current of the second diode J02. Inspired by Glatthaar
et al. [2] again, we present an improved method based on [1,2] to
generate a set of images that show increased accuracy around the
maximum power point of the cell. The images are inherently self-
consistent and appear to have overcome the previous problems of the
Rs influence on other parameters [6]. This paper introduces the theory
in Section 2, the calculated images in Section 3 and a comparison and
discussion in Section 4.

2. Theory

Our algorithm uses a minimum of four photoluminescence (PL)
images at different electrical bias and illumination conditions as
inputs. The output images are the calibration constant Cxy, series
resistance Rs,xy, the local voltage Voc,xy at a terminal open circuit,
the local voltage Vmpp,xy at a terminal maximum power point
(MPP), the local current density Jmpp,xy at the terminal MPP, dark
saturation current density J0,xy, and power density Pxy or, equiva-
lently, efficiency ηxy. In this context, the subscripts xy are the
coordinates of a pixel on the CCD camera, which define a “point”
on the cell.

The equations are similar to those used in our previous work
[4]. The commonly accepted correlations between the lumines-
cence photon flux ϕPL,xy (i.e., the PL images) and the local voltage
Vxy [7,8] are shown in Eqs. (1) and (2a). Cxy is a calibration constant
containing unknown optical parameters and other scaling con-
stants. It is assumed to be independent of electrical bias and
illumination conditions. Eq. (2a) calculates the net PL photon flux
ϕnet,xy that is used in Eq. (1). Eq. (2b) depicts Glatthaar0s [2]
approximation that only one image ϕoffset,xy,1sun at short circuit
and one sun illumination condition are required to determine the
offset photon flux ϕoffset,xy. This flux is primarily caused by
diffusion-limited carrier recombination [7]. To calculate ϕoffset,xy

at different illumination intensities, a scaling factor βsun is used.
For example, for half-sun intensity, βsun is 0.5. The thermal voltage
VT is kT/q, where k is Boltzmann0s constant, T is the cell
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temperature and q is the charge of an electron. The local current
density Jxy is defined by the Shockley diode equation [9] with a
single ideality factor n and light-generated current density Jlight;
see Eq. (3). This parameter is assumed to be uniform throughout
the cell and equals the short circuit current density. This assump-
tion is common to most of the PL imaging techniques, but still
remains controversial. The ideality factor n is also assumed to be
uniform across the cell. However, the local variations in efficiency
caused by diode properties will still be reflected by variations in J0,
xy. Therefore, the dark current will be reasonably correct. Eq. (4)
describes the current density Jxy, which is defined by the voltage
drop between the local voltage Vxy and terminal voltage Vterm

through the local series resistance Rs,xy. Jxy is therefore the local
current density that contributes to the terminal current.

Vxy ¼ VT ln
ϕnet;xy

Cxy

 !
ð1Þ

ϕnet;xy ¼ϕPL;xy�ϕoffset;xy ð2aÞ

ϕoffset;xy ¼ βsunϕoffset;xy;1sun ð2bÞ

Jxy ¼ � J0;xyðeðVxy=nVTÞ �1Þþ Jlight ð3Þ

Jxy ¼ Vxy�V term

Rs;xy
ð4Þ

Eq. (5) is obtained by combining Eqs. (1), (3) and (4):

VT U lnðϕnet;xyÞ�V term|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
axy

¼

¼

VT ln Cxy|fflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflffl}
Xxy

þ

þ

Rs;xy|ffl{zffl}
Yxy

Jlight|ffl{zffl}
bxy

�

�

Jo;xyRs;xyffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Cxy

n
p|fflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflffl}Zxy

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ϕnet;xy

n
q
|fflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflffl}Cxy

ð5Þ

2.1. Calculation

The calculation consists of eight steps and is summarized in
two stages A and B, described in the flow chart in Fig. 1.

Stage A. The first stage is to find a global ideality factor n and
condition independent images Cxy, Rs,xy and J0,xy. The ideality
factor n is assumed to be uniform across the cell and calculated
via an iterative loop. For example, an initial value of n¼1.2
(illuminated) may be assumed. Then steps 2–5 are repeated until
the averaged current density Jxy of each point matches the
measured global current density Jglobal at the maximum power
point. In this case the calculated global ideality factor n and
condition-independent images Cxy, Rs,xy and J0,xy will be passed
on to stage B. Although the assumption of a uniform ideality factor
does not distinguish the diode feature of each point (into J01 or J02
described in [4]), the overall diode properties will still be reflected
in J0,xy as well as the overall recombination current (the first term
in Eq. (3)). Hence, the overall efficiency will still be sensitive to
individual local diode properties. The efficiency image will be
reasonably correct because at a particular point (MPP), only the
current density is used to calculate the efficiency, and the current
density relies on the combination of J0,xy and n instead of only n;
see Eq. (3). In addition, since the average calculated current
density is always equal to the global current density, the efficiency
map is more adaptable to cells with large Rs variation according to
our experiments.

In step 3, sections of the upper expression in Eq. (5) are
substituted into known parameters axy, bxy and cxy and unknown
parameters Xxy, Yxy, and Zxy. Each PL image, identified by an index i,
will generate one set of variables ai,xy, bi,xy and ci,xy. These can be
seen as a coordinate triplet in a three-dimensional space. All images
will generate points in this space. A least-square-fit-based linear

Fig. 1. The schematic flow chart of the algorithm. It has two stages. Eight individual steps are marked with black circled numbers. Blue images represent input images and
orange images represent output images. The main calculation step is step 3, which is marked in yellow. Note that in stage B, the OC and MPP means that the terminal voltage
is at open circuit and maximum power point condition.
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regression will then find the most agreeable line for all the points,
which is then expressed by the triplet (Xxy, Yxy, Zxy). The number of
input PL images is therefore flexible, as long as more than four
images are used. These include an image to calculate net photon
flux ϕnet,xy in Eq. (2) and three images at different electrical bias and
illumination intensity conditions for the 3D linear fit. A higher
number of input images will reduce the resulting uncertainty and
noise of the final output parameters, for example, more illumination
conditions, and more bias conditions.

Once the unknown Xxy, Yxy, and Zxy are found, the cell0s
parameters can be calculated by the substitutions made in the
lower line of Eq. (5):

Cxy ¼ eðXxy=VTÞ ð6aÞ

Rs;xy ¼ Yxy ð6bÞ

J0;xy ¼ Zxy �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Cxy

n
p
Yxy

ð6cÞ

Stage B. The parameters found in stage A are assumed to be
independent of the electrical bias and illumination conditions,
whereas local voltage Vxy, current density Jxy, and power density
Pxy are not. In this stage, these parameters can be calculated for an
arbitrary operating condition, described in parallel steps 6–8. For
this, a PL image at this desired condition can be used (this image
can be one of the original input images of stage A if the operation
condition is suitable). For example, a voltage image Voc,xy at the
terminal open circuit is calculated via Eqs. (1), (2a) and (2b) by
using a PL image at one-sun illumination and terminal open circuit
conditions. The local current density Jxy and effective power
density Pxy can be calculated via Eqs. (3) and (7) respectively.

Pxy ¼ V term Jxy ð7Þ

The power density map Pxy in mW/cm2 can also be read as an
efficiency map ηxy if the terminal MPP condition is used and it is
normalized to the illumination power density Plight:

ηxy ¼ left:
Pxy

Plight
jMPP ð8Þ

One difference between this and Glatthaar0s [2] procedures is
that we use a single global variable ideality factor n to fit the result
to the terminal I–V characteristics, which is supported by
injection-dependent lifetime theory [10] in some degree. In addi-
tion, we calculate efficiency images.

3. Calculated images

The following images are calculated from PL images taken by a
commercial BT Imaging LIS-R1PL imaging system [11]. The condi-
tions are given in the caption of Fig. 1. Images 2–4 in Fig. 1 can also
be chosen from 490 mV to 700 mV terminal voltage and 0.2 to
1 sun illumination. Please also note that for input image 4, 0.2 sun
is selected only for a good balance between laser stability and
regression accuracy. In fact, a different combination of input image
selections might produce even more accurate results of the
efficiency image. All displayed images are from the same multi-
crystalline solar cell, which was also used in [6].

Fig. 2 shows the calculated images. The dark saturation current
density J0 in Fig. 2a describes the recombination characteristics.
High J0 regions such as grain boundaries have high recombination
and reduced efficiency: see the blue and green boxed regions in
Fig. 2a and g. As the ideality factor n is not 1 or 2, separation of
bulk and junction recombination is difficult. The Rs image, Fig. 2d,
shows the series resistance between each point and the cell
terminals, and the definition of local series resistance is described
in more detail in [12]. For this solar cell, broken fingers (for
example, those highlighted by the black box) cause a reduction
in efficiency; see Fig. 2g. The region indicated by the green box on
the right hand side has no metal back contact. It lacks surface
passivation and has therefore both high Rs and surface recombina-
tion. In summary, both are reflected as a significant efficiency drop
in Fig. 2g. The distribution of the simultaneously calculated local
calibration constant C in Fig. 2f is only required for Eq. (1). It is an
essential parameter to link the electrical signal (local voltage Vxy)
to the optical signal (luminescence ϕnet,xy). Fig. 2b and e shows the
local voltage images with the terminals at the MPP and open
circuit respectively. Fig. 2c shows the current density Jmpp map

for a - f 18%12% for gLow High

Fig. 2. Calculated images. (a) Dark saturation current density J0 at ideality factor n¼1.15, with scale 0–10�10 A/cm2. (b) Maximum power point voltage Vmpp, with scale 520–
560 mV. (c) Maximum power point current density Jmpp, with scale 25–35 mA/cm2. (d) Series resistance Rs, with scale 0–2 Ω cm2. (e) Open circuit voltage Voc, with scale 590–
625 mV. (f) Calibration constant C, with scale 2�10�7–10�8. In our experience, a higher C value usually implies a higher bulk lifetime, but this remains to be proved.
(g) Efficiency image scaled to clearly distinguish efficiency values. The same image in a monotonic scale system will be shown in the next section. Busbar resistances are
neglected since probes are evenly spring loaded to busbars.
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that shows the current contribution from each point of the cell at
terminal MPP. The efficiency image in Fig. 2g presents the overall
performance of the solar cell. In summary, this sample is affected
by four efficiency-reducing phenomena: (1) broken fingers (black
box in g), (2) grain boundaries (blue boxes in g), (3) no back
contact region (green box in g), and (4) regions that are far from
the busbars. (It can be seen from d and g that regions far from
busbar general have higher series resistance and hence lower
efficiency.) Note that the last one is not a defect but a shortcoming
of grid design because current produced from those regions must
travel a relatively long distance through the fingers. For example,
a three-busbar cell will demonstrate less efficiency reduction but
will incur other efficiency-reducing nonidealities.

4. Comparison with DLIT and light I–V measurement and
discussion

4.1. Comparison

For verification of features and values, we compare our effi-
ciency image to the DLIT-based technique [3], as shown in Fig. 3.
Both are presented in the same color scale. Although they are
based on two completely different approaches and technologies,
the results are nearly identical. A noticeable difference is a circular
region near the top edge of the cell and some small points on the
bottom edge. They are likely caused by shunting underneath the
fingers [13] and edge shunts respectively, which cannot be
detected by our new method but can be identified by DLIT.

Both methods offer high spatial resolution, non-destructive-
ness, and quantitative results. This new method operates under
illumination, whereas the DLIT-based method operates in dark.
Compared to the DLIT-based efficiency image, the new PL-based
image does not offer J01 and J02 during its calculation. It also does
not detect weak ohmic shunts, which can be measured by DLIT.
However, the DLIT efficiency image may be disturbed by large Rs
values (43Ω cm2) and thermal blurring, whereas this PL-based
technique seems robust to these effects [6]. The new PL-based
method could be incorporated into existing PL systems simply via
a software update and will result in an overall measurement time
of a few minutes.

Fig. 4 shows a comparison of calculated and directly-measured
global I–V curves. The blue curve with diamonds was calculated by
summing up all local currents for selected terminal voltages. In
principle, a shunted cell cannot be measured by this method

because PL images are only weakly sensitive to shunts that
occur underneath metallized regions [13]. To give a comparison
nevertheless, the calculated curve is slightly shifted downwards by
subtracting the leaked current. Region C shows some mismatches.
This might be explained by the neglecting of the injection-
dependent ideality factor [19]. When the voltage increases, for
example from MPP to OC, the ideality factor also increases. Then
the calculated curve in region C should bend downwards more and
locate closer to the measured curve. It may also be explained by
the simplification of having a voltage-independent Rs,xy [14], the
neglecting of any cross-current flow between points on the cell
[15] and the use of the one-diode equation, which naturally
describes only a limited voltage range. However, in general, the
data matches well in region A and particularly in region B (near
the MPP), which is especially important for producing the
efficiency image.

4.2. Discussion

Compared to our previous two-diode method [4], this new
method simplifies the model to one diode with the variable
ideality factor n. According to our experiments, the previously-

14%

17%

Fig. 3. Comparison between the DLIT-based (a) and the proposed PL-based (b) efficiency images. They appear very similar. Note that both maps are calibrated to the same
illumination light intensity, and the measured efficiency is based on the active region only. If busbars are considered, the efficiency value should be multiplied by a factor
of 0.962.

Fig. 4. Comparison of directly-measured, calculated and shunt corrected terminal
characteristics. After slight shunt correction, the two solid lines can be compared.
Ideally, they should overlap each other. The two curves match well, except in
region C.
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developed method [4] is able to separate J0 into J01 and J02,
whereas the new method produces an efficiency image with less
error. The new method also produces more robust results when
analyzing cells with large variation in series resistance. For
example, for some cells, a broken finger area does not always
demonstrate a visible efficiency drop in the image calculated by
the old method. However, the new method always shows a visible
efficiency drop, as can be seen in Fig. 3.

The reasoning behind this observation merits a brief discussion.
Both our models and some other PL imaging publications over-
simplify the real situation for the current path in the cell. Consider
first a good point on the cell. Current is assumed to flow from this
good point firstly to the finger and then to the terminal through a
certain series resistance Rs,1. Taking then a bad point on the cell,
current is assumed to flow from the terminal through the finger to
this point through a certain series resistance Rs,2. Then, current
redistribution from the good point to the bad point will encounter
Rs,1þRs,2. This could be a reasonable description if these two
points are far away from each other, but will be incorrect if these
two points are close to each other. In that case, the current will
take the shortest path from the good point to the bad point
directly through smaller Rs. Moreover, it is well known that Rs is
not strictly constant. Instead, the most prominent contributions to
Rs, the lateral sheet resistance of the emitter and the grid line
resistances, are the so-called distributed resistances, as described
in [16,17]. Simplifications that overlook these phenomena will lead
to an Rs error.

Unfortunately, Rs plays a decisive role in many PL evaluation
techniques, including that described in [4] and this new method.
For a cell with no Rs variations, the error will be insignificant, and
both methods should produce correct results. For a cell with Rs
variations, which is the real situation, the Rs error varies to a
greater or lesser extent. Hence, strictly speaking, all PL-based
methods that use these kinds of current path and constant Rs
assumptions are incorrect. However, approximations can be made
if the method is less disturbed by the errors incurred in these
assumptions. Our experimental results show that the two-diode
model is more sensitive to the Rs error than the one-diode model.
This is because J02 in Eq. (5) in [4] is distinguished by a square root
dependency on the net photon flux. Compared to the variable term
cxy to determine J01, the range of the variable term dxy is too small.
Errors in estimating J02 will have a large impact on the efficiency.
Therefore, the one-diode model with the ideality factor n is more
adaptable to Rs variations [16].

4.3. Limitations of the method

Despite the improvements seen in quantitative results pro-
duced by this new method, several important limitations remain.
First, the method is still affected by the Rs measurement error, and
for a cell with Rs out of the range 0.3–5Ω cm2, the results may be
unreliable. Second, this method uses biased PL images as inputs.
This method is still unsuitable for cells that cannot be properly
measured by PL: for example, it cannot characterize cells with
topside glass layers. From our experiments, this new method
worked well for conventional commercial front contacted Al-BSF
Si solar cells, metal plated Si cells, laser doped selective emitter
cells, thin silicon rear-junction n-type cells, and semiconductor
finger Si cells. This method might also work for passivated emitter
rear cells and interdigitated back contact cells, but a different
interpretation of the result might be required. However, for non-
silicon cells, the PL system setup should be modified, at least with
regard to the filters in front of the laser and camera. It may not
work properly for cells with more than one p–n junction or if a
point on the cell cannot represent a stack of layers (e.g. double

sided cells and sliver cells). Significantly-shunted cells also cannot
be analyzed by this method.

Note that we assumed uniform light-generated current Jlight
across the cell. For a cell with large variations in Jlight, this method
will not work well. It may be possible to use the method of Padilla
et al. [18] to find local Jlight to improve the accuracy of this new
method for such a case, but this might complicate the experi-
mental setup and increase the measurement time. By adapting a
faster and simpler Jlight imaging method in the future, the bxy term
in Eq. (5) can be replaced with a Jlight,xy image. Then, this limitation
can be removed.

Similarly, we assumed a uniform ideality factor for the entire
cell to enable the calculation. For cells with large variations in the
ideality factor, the accuracy will be decreased. Hameiri et al. [19]
proposed a PL-based ideality factor imaging method. However,
internal balancing/circulating current is neglected during the
ideality factor imaging, which makes this method controversial.
If this ideality factor imaging method is improved in the future,
steps 1, 2, 4 and 5 in Fig. 1 can be simply replaced by an ideality
factor image. Then, this limitation can be removed.

Finally, it bears noting that the overall measurement takes
several minutes, making this improved method inappropriate for
inline applications. Futhermore, proper hardware support is
essential. For example, the cell has to be evenly and properly
contacted with the chuck and the probes when it is voltage-biased.
Small non-uniformities caused by hardware might lead to large
errors.

5. Conclusion

A new algorithm is presented to calculate local solar cell
efficiency, together with five other parameters from PL images.
A minimum of four PL images can be used as inputs, whereas more
and better selections of the images will reduce residual noise.
Comparison with a DLIT-based technique [3] shows a good agree-
ment between these two very different methods, which under-
lines the validity of both. Furthermore, the locally-calculated
currents are compared to the measured terminal I-V characteristic
with good agreement at the maximum power point. Unlike our
previous work [4], this new method does not provide dark
saturation current densities J01 and J02. However, from the first
trials with different samples, the results of this new technique
appear less disturbed by large variations in series resistance. The
limitations of this method are also listed, but by adapting appro-
priate light-generated current and ideality factor imaging methods
in the future, two major limitations can be removed and the
accuracy will be significantly increased. Based on our experience,
at least 60% of the cells in the market can use this method to
acquire a reasonably reliable quantitative efficiency image.
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